Overview

EVault Backup and Recovery Solutions Trusted by Law Firms

In today’s digital world, excellent client representation extends beyond litigation. IT staffs must support their firms with secure data
backup and recovery systems that ensure easy and fast retrieval of critical records—all while managing equipment and manpower
costs.
EVault InfoStage™ is a cost-effective and industry-proven backup and recovery software that helps legal IT staff take back control
of their business continuity and disaster recovery processes throughout their organization. Leveraging its own innovative, disk-todisk technology, EVault InfoStage eliminates the labor-intensive manual tasks associated with tape backup by providing automated
backup, recovery and reporting functionality.
The software also powers the popular EVault ProtectSM managed backup and recovery service, designed especially for
small- to mid-sized law firms with multiple offices but limited IT resources.

Benefit Summary
“We really have seen a
savings of time in restores.
With tape, it could take 45
minutes up to half a day to
find something. Now we’re
seeing the average restore
taking from five to
15 minutes.”
Sean Scott
CIO | Womble Carlyle

Take Control of your Backup and Recovery
Reliably move data off-site with advanced encryption
Automated reporting quickly verifies backup and
recovery status
Centrally monitor/manage backups across multiple
offices across town or across the country

Increase Data Security
Automated backup process reduces human
intervention and potential error
Data remains encrypted and protected throughout
the backup and recovery process

Save Time & Money
Automated process requires no manual prompting
No inventory management and shipping of backup
tapes offsite for storage
Innovative software architecture reduces bandwidth
requirements, backup windows and storage footprint
No need to retrieve tapes from storage to conduct
a simple file restore
Lost or corrupted files are restored in seconds,
24 hours a day
Reduce or eliminate upfront and ongoing
hardware and software costs

EVault Legal

select customers include:
Aldrich & Bonnefin, PLC
Alexander Corder Plunk & Baker
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble & Mallory LLP
Alschuler Grossman Stein & Kahan LLP
Boult, Cummings, Connors & Berry
Burnham Brown
Butler and Hailey
Butler, Snow, O’Mara, Stevens
Davis Graham & Stubbs LLP
Downey, Brand, Seymour & Rowhe
Dewey Ballantine LLP
Faegre & Benson LLP
Frankfurt, Kurnit, Klein & Selz, PC
Fraser Milner Casgrain
Geiger, Rudquist, Nuss, Coon,
Guerriero & Keen, LLP
Goldberg, Kohn, Bell,& Black
Hanson Bridgett Marcus Vlahos Rudy LLP
Herold Haines
Hodgson Russ LLP
Isaacson, Rosenbaum, Woods and Levy PC
Larkin, Hoffman, Daly, & Lindgrin
LawNet
McCarter & English
Shannon, Gracey, Ratliff & Miller, LLP
Shutts & Bowen LLP
Spriggs & Hollingsworth
Susman Godfrey LLP
Trucker Huss
Womble Carlyle

The Verdict is in: EVault provides law firms of all sizes
with unmatched data protection and recovery solutions

EVault SmallBusinessEDITION SM

Perfect for the backup and recovery needs of the small law firm.
Protects your data for as little as $3 per day
Service designed for Windows environments with less than 15GB
Leverage your existing Internet connection

North America
6121 Hollis Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
United States
877.382.8581

Fast, easy installation
Canada

EVault ProtectSM

Disk-based online backup and recovery service for mid-size, multi-office law firms
Enjoy fast, easy file and folder restores
Centralize and automate backup to reduce human error

2421 Bristol Circle
Suite A100
Oakville, ON L6H5S9
Canada
905.287.2600

Securely and reliably move data off-site with advanced encryption
No additional upfront hardware required

EVault InfoStageTM

A licensed, disk-to-disk software solution for mid-size and larger law firms
Eliminate redundant backup practices across multiple offices

Europe
3000 Hillswood Drive
Hillswood Business Park
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 0RS
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1932 796 030

Store more firm and client data with less disk space utilization
Take control over your backup and recovery process

www.evault.com

Ensure your growing and critical document management and billing applications are reliable
and securely backed up

EVault ProMailSM

A managed email archive service designed to ensure messages are both secure and
compliant according to standards you set.
Advanced indexing provides immediate retrieval of email and instant messages
Easily and affordably deploy email backup
Maintain your company productivity
Prevent data loss and answer regulatory demands
Messages remain encrypted throughout process
No additional hardware investment required
Ensure your compliance with HIPAA

?

To learn more about which EVault
solution is best for your law firm,
visit
or call

www.evault.com
877.382.8581
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